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ABSTRACT 

The Increasing alia and complexity of high energy physic* experiments Is changing che 
way data are collected. To Implement a trigger or event filter requires complex logic 
which may have to be modified as the experiment proceeds* Simply to monitor a detector, 
large amounts of data must be processed online. The uaa of microprocessors or other pro
grammable devices can help ts achieve those ends flexibly and economically. At SLAC, a 
number of aicroprocaasOT"baasd systems have been built and axe in uaa in experimental set
ups, and others ar« new being developed. This talk Is a review of existing systems and 
their use in experiments, and of developments in prograaa and futura plans. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
As experiaenca have becone more and anre complicated, alcroprocaasors and orher pro

grammable devices have begun to take over sane of the functions of the data acquisition 
computer, on the on* hand, and hardwired electronics, on the other. 

In this paper, 1 will describe sow of these devices used In high energy physics ex
periments at SLAC. Most of them are used only at SLAC or In SLAC collaborations, although 
one has been adopted quite vldely at other laboratories. Some of these devices represent 
new developments; others have been in use For some time. I believe that the latter are 
still of interest, in that they ste successful solutions to & number of data acquisition 
problems which arc general in t.lgh energy physics. 

The topics I will cover are: 
* the 168/E enulator 
* the "Brilliant ADC", an analog bus data collection aysr.am 
* crack finding processors 
* fixed instruction processors, cainly LSI-1]'s 
* FASTBUS projects. 

2. 156/E DEVELOPMENTS 

The 168/E; is a nfcreprt'ĉ as-ir dcvelrp*.-! ar SLAC vhir'i ecu1, ues the s-̂ ĥ t - >r .:-.-

srructions of en £ES MO/370 computer t-n.-ountered in s typical *iienti£lc F0R:»AN pro-js-a:;. 
at about 1/3 the spaed of a 370/I6S. Ti-e CPU is based on Che I9i)\ bit slice m.-ro;.rocessi>r 
chip with a cycle lime of 150 nscc, ami the oii-sur"- i-; basud .MI the Iniel 2U? ship »ith a 

cycle and access time of 70 nsec. The maximum ^Icc of the memory Is 126 Kb/tef of data 
space and 96 Kbytes of (microcode) program space, which corresponds to about &000 liies i: 
FORTRAN code. 

2.1 Offline Processing 

The 168/E was originally developed to support physics done it the Large Aperture 
Solcnoidal Spectrometer (LASS) at SLAC. The detector ronsistB of s superennjurcinr solenoid 
and « dipolc magnet, outfitted vlth wire champers, tlffe-of-flight and Ccronkov counters, 
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Milch allow full reconstruction of all the charged particles in the final state. The cur-
rest physics program of the facility involves, among other things, a detailed study of the 
spectroscopy of the strange hadrons produced in K-p Interactions. The striking feature of 
these experiments from the perspective of the data analysis Is the sheer hulk of the data. 
The experiment just concluding recorded 50 million events of which 40 •llllon 'contained 
useful physics; the experiment now beginning Is expected to accumulate 200 million events. 
At an analysis race of perhaps 0.5 second per event, the analysis would run far 3 years on 
s dedicated 370/168, and perhaps up to 3 times ac long on a shared facility with the usual 
overhead* 

The actual job will be done by a phalanx of 9 loS/E processors interfaced ever a chan
nel to an IBM 370/168 which will do input/output and keep track of the analysis flow. The 
analysis code is exactly the sane as the code which runs on the 370, which allows a de
tailed test of the processors by running a small fraction of the events on the 370. A 
transistor program in the 370 translates IBM code Into 168/E microcode, which Is loaded and 
executed on the processor. Far the LASS application, the code on the (68/E is arranged 
into a number of overlays. These are swapped and the data loaded and unloaded ever a 3-
port interface (the Bermuda Triangle) under the control of a PDP-11 computer. 

The computing power of this arrangement is equivalent to about 3 370/168's, and thus 
the analysis can be done in one year without: significant impact on the laboratory's com
puting resources. The cost of the 9 processors and the interface is about $100K. 

At this writing, 3 processors are Installed, and 3 million events have been processed 
by the system. The system has been running reliably with little downtime. 

2.2 Online Processing 

The 168/E is usually considered to be an offline nuicber cruncher, since the processor 
does not do Its own I/O and must be loaded and dumped from the outside. However, its speed 
and convenience make it woTth soae effort to Integrate It Into an online system, and this 
has been done in a quite general way at the StAC Hybrid Babble Chamber Facility (SKF). 
The facility consists of the SLAC 1 meter rapid cycling bubble chamber and a act of exter
nal electronic particle detectors, including proportional wire chambers, Cerenkov counters 
and lead glass shower counters. 

The SHF is currently sitting in the SLftC 20 OeV barkscattered' laser bum and Is heloj; 
used to study the photoproductioft of chained particles. In the usual running mode the 
chamber Is expanded up to 15 times each second, and a decision must be made to trigger the 
cameras in about Z to 3 msec. A major background In the charged particle trigger comes 
from photon conversions Into e e~ pairs, some of which scatter into the sensitive region of 
the proportional chambers. For the current series of experiments, a system including a 
168/E processor was developed to find tracks which extrapolate to Che beam line in the 
chamber fiducial volume and have momentum greater than 2 GeV/c. In this way, the number of 
pairs which trigger can be greatly reduced, since they tend to be low momentum and to 
originate In the chamber windows. In addition, the 16S/E has time between bean pulses to 
do a very detailed analysis of the online data for every beam pulse, including those which 
did not trigger the cameras. This allows discovery of problems which are rare or intermit
tent and which would escape detection la a sampling monitor. 
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The processor ia interfaced Co the experiment through a CAKaC nodule called the 
SNOOP' developed at 9IAC. The nodule is a single width printed circuit and functions in 
two nodes. In the normal node It can be accessed in the crate to read to and writs from 
16B/E data and program memory, and to aet and test 168/E status. In thla node, for example, 
the host can load Che 168/B program into lte memory by sending a merles of commanda to the 
SNOOP module. In lta other, "snoop" node. It listens In on the CMttC dataway and transfers 
all data directly Into 168/E memory. (In the version of Kef. A, only 16 bit CMttC Horde 
are transferred; a version now exists which can snoop on the full 26 bit CAMaC word.) 
This means that the 168/E and the host computer get the data at the same time, with very 
little overhead for the host. 

In the current experiment the apparatus has been extended to measure the lifetime of 
the charmed particle* by photographing the region ol the beam line with a special high 
resolution optical system la addition to the usual cameras. The chamber 1* run in a Bode 
to produce high bubble density and small bubble size, to allow the measurement of very 
short tracks. Thla requires that the derision to photograph be made with a maximum delay 
of about 200 microseconds. 

Two techniques a n being used to accomplish this in t w additional 168/t's. The first 
scheme, which ia currently part of the trigger, involves a siapler algorithm which finds 
straight line* in the non-bending plane and checks that they intersect the beam plane in 
the fiducial volume of the chamber. To speed up the loading of dace into the processor, 
an auxiliary controller in the CAMAC crate is triggered by the date available signal from 
the vice digltiiers. Th« controller then reads the data into Its local Btfflory under con
trol of a local progrnc which consists of a list of CAMAC coraands loaded Into It by the 
host computer. Since the SNOOP nodule listens on the CAMAC datavay, eha chamber data are 
read into the 16B/E at maximum CAMAC speed. At the end of the read, the controller initi
ates the computation cycle. After a decision is reached, the computer signals by setting 
a word in a special part of its memory, which sends a level directly to the camera logic. 

a second approach, now being implemented. Involves the use of aeaa special purpose 
memory cards on the 168/E. The PHC signals are digitized directly on these cards and are 
stored tn a buffer which if at the same time 168/E acaorv. Thus the digitized Information 
la available to the 168/E as aeon as it is processed. In addition, special hardware f inu* 
match points In each three layer module of proportional chambers and feed* results directly 
Into processor memory, tilth these hardware additions. It Is expected that the full recon
struction algorithm will run In the required 200 microseconds. Because the 168/E ia Inter
faced to the experiment passively the debugging -f the hardware and code can pncreil while 
the experiment is running, with minimum impact on the host. 

Both of these techniques make it possible ea use the inS/E In .in online trigger or 
filter. The SNOOP nodule can Interface the processor to any CAMAC-based date acquisition 
system, and the special memory cards allow data transfer to the 168/E at speeds limited 
only by the external hardware. 

2.3 Future Plans 

The 168/E provides a convenient and Inexpensive way to increase the computing power 
available to an experiment, and over 50 processors are in use or on order In over a dozen 
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high energy physics experiments at various labs. This vide acceptance urns prompted 
interest In extensions of the processor. One such proposal la being presented at this con
ference. These improvements will most likely require major redesign of the hardwire, but 
the fumlif ursl concept, chat of emulation and pretramslstlnn Into microcode, will probably 
be retained In any new version. Extensions might Include: 
* Increasing iMTlinim memory size. More compact and cheaper chlpa now available make it 

reasonable to look at this Isaue again. A factor of at least A la necessary to be 
able to run a complicated analysis program without overlays. 

* Increasing speed. Substantial gains can probably be realize 1 using techniques such as 
pipelining and parallel processing. 

* Implementing full double precision. 
All of the above items are probably technically Feasible In view of advances In the 

chip Industry since the 168/E was first designed. Such extensions are likely to require 
considerable hardware and software effort, and some collaboration among the labs seems 
like a sensible idea. 

J. THE BRILLIANT ADC 

The "Brlllient ADC" (BADC)6' was developed to aid in data collection for the SLAC/LBL 
Hark It Hagnetlc Detector. The large solenoldal detector has been used at SPEAR and is now 
running at PEP. The detector includes about 3200 channels of drift chamber wlrss and about 
4000 channels of liquid ergon ionization detector. The drift chamber signals are processed 
by tlme-to-amplitude converters (TAC's) and the liquid argon signals by sgmple-ind-hold 
analog modules (SHAM's). The analog Information is multiplexed onto an analog bus under 
control of the BADC, which digitises the signals and does compression! corrsctien and for
matting of the data. 

Because the digitizing hardware is only in one BADC in each crate, overall costs are 
decreased. For the same reason, packaging density can be high, typically 32 channels in a 
single width CAXAC module. This means that the cost of the BADC, crate, controller, etc., 
can be amortized aver about GOO channels. Only channels having "non-aero*1 data are trans
mitted t° the host, and all intrinsic data corrections (pedestals, gains, etc.) are per
formed by the BADC. Calibrations can also be made under control of the BASC. 

The CPU la implemented using 290L bit slices, as in the 163/E. The program in written 
in 256 words of 48 bit microcode and a 4K by 16- bit RAH is used for constant Storage, data 
buffer, and control table storage. 

The Banc functions like an auxiliary crate controller except that there is no hardware 
to prevent contention on the CAMAC lines. The host must not access the crate while the 
SADC la In control. In the orderly environment of the high energy physics experiment this 
Is not generally a problem. Upon receipt of the appropriate CAMAC instruction or external 
trigger, the BADC starts cycling through the required addresses In the crate, digitizing 
the analog levels and analyzing the resulting numbers, all eccording to the information 
stored In the control tables. The sequence requires about 3 microseconds for an "empty" 
channel and 10 for one above threshold. The version of the program now being used has a 
simple algorithm for data compression and correction. For each channel read, the digitized 
output Is discarded If It is below aoae threshold; otherwise the data are corrected with a 
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quadratic polynomial* whose constanta, along with the threshold value, are stored In the 
HAH for each channel In the crate. Another algorithm In the program allows for calibration 
of the channels. In this node, an updated mean and variance for each channel is calculated 
after each event. These results are used by the host to calculate the correction parameters 
for each channel. Finally* there are a number of diagnostic routines to test the BADC and 
the other modules. 

The coding of the BADC program 1$ done using a home-grown nets-assembler called MDftC, 
In which the structure of che microcode and assembly Instructions Is specified on Che first 
pass* and the user code is assembled on the second pass. MIMIC Is actually a large set of 
macros for the IBM H assembler. Even with this aid, programming the BADC tends to be a job 
for experts, and the code has remained quite stable. 

I knoY Of no plans to modify the BADC itself but development of accompanying hardware 
is an indication of the usefulness of the BADC idea. These include, in addition to the 
original 32 channel TAC and SHAM, the MS HAM8* and MTAC9^ which have 8 channels each, where 
each channel will accept up to 4 signals in a given event; the SHAM-1V which integrates 
che total charge in the pulse and the DISCO which does time-of-flight measurements using 
dual discrimination and pulse height information. 

The BADC is being used by a number of groups at SLAC with continuing success. It has 
proved to be convenient, economical and flexible in a variety of situations common to high 
energy physics experioents. It is designed specifically to be used with the SLAC crate 
controller; however, to use it with a standard crate controller probably only requires 
changing the reav cable connection end remembering not to try to access the crate froa the 
host while the BADC is active. 

4. TRACK FINDERS 

As particle detectors grow more '•oraplex, and as an increasing fraction of the Hardware 
is In the form of tracking chambers, triggers are required which use the information from 
these chambers. In many cases, a simple hardware device is adequate to provide useful in
formation. A system based on shift registers connected in rings and a multiple input co-
Incidence dr multiplicity gate can detect straight tracks in a cylindrical wire chamber, 
and by artificially extending cr "widening" the dati bits, track "roads" can be generated. 

4.1 The Mark II Track Finder 

tn the case of the Mark II deceetnr at PEP, the tracks of charged particles are 
helices, or in che end projection of the cylindrical chamber, arcs of circles E'airing on 
the axis* To solve the problem of detecting tracks with a wide range of curvature. In the 

12) 
presence of noise hits, a special processor was built based on 12 circular shift regis
ters which are located in the TAC modules described above. In order to preserve the 
azlmuthal angle for the different layers containing different numbers of elements, the 
10 Ha clock Is "burped" by evenly dropping a set number of pulses, depending on th« layer. 
The burping pattern is stored in PROH's in the master clock. The bits are extracted in a 
test and p'.ckoff nodule and arc presented to 26 curvature modules, which cover momenta 
down tt, 100 HeV, each with an independently programxable set of variable length shift 
registers and uldeners. They are realized with counters and a fast RAM for each of the 12 



input! to each nodule. The 12 shifted and widened outputs ace used to form a 12 bit 
addreaa In a 4K by 2 bit RAM, which contains the track classification foe that bit combi
nation. The delays ean be set to transform curved tracks of a given momentum Into straight 
tracksi and the nldeners can be arranged so chat any valid track will trigger iiree curva
ture nodule. Slgnala irons the liquid argon system and the scintillation couriceri can also 
be Included In the logic. The outputs of the curvature modules go to a track counter Which 
handles overlap and edge effects. Ihe sequence takes 35 microseconds, vblch at a 1 KHz 
primary rata leads to a 3Z deadcJme. 

The Whole processor la packaged In 3 Came crates and costs about S30K, 

a.? snorter approach 

a Very different solution to a similar problem is being pursued for the Hark III de
tector, a magnetic solenoid detector being built for SPEAR. ' Sere the ctpariaentars 
woold Ilka to trigger on their central- drift chaster without using any scintillators, If 
possible. Because of the bigger time window inherent In their trigger scheme, they expect 
a higher primary trigger rate than in the Hark II. and need e faster track finder. 

Their track finder la based on programmable logic arrays (FLA's). All legal combi
nations of cells in 3 layers of delr chamber for a set of four minimum momentum cuts 
(down to 50 HeV) can be coded on 80 PLA's reach 16 by 16 bits). For each of the 16 teste, 
each bit may be programmed to be required, to be absent, or to be Ignored. Slgnala from 
the appropriate vires are brought into the PLA's and if there are any matches, an output 
signal is produced. Because of the symmetry of the chamber, there are only five distinct 
PLA codas. The system is simple, inexpensive and fast. The actual decision takei 34 nano
seconds, but because of the drift time In the chamber, one SPEAR crossing is lost for each 
trigger candidate which reaches this level. 

An Interesting feature of the Mark III logic le that the nodules are being built ac
cording to FASTBVS mechanical specifications. One consequence of this Is that all of the 
data connections to the circuits are made with flat cable via the backplane; a defective 
circuit can be replaced without uucabllng the signal lines. Any other merits of FASTflUS 
aside, thla deems like a real improvement. 

5. FIXED rflSTRUCIIOH-SET PROCESSOKS 

Standard fixed instruction-set microprocessors, while usually not suited to applica
tions requiring the utmost speed, have become very popular for test and control, and even 
data scqulaltlan in small experiments where speed Is not a big factor. 

5.1 An 1SI-11-Baaed Data Acquisition System 

At SUC wa have developed a data acquisition system based on the DEC 181-11 micro-
proceuBor. It fills the need for a versatile, compact and inexpensive system for nenitor-
lnsi development and data taking. The LSI was -hosen because It vas one of the first board 
level microcomputers offered by a major nanufacturer, and also, because it is a eoftvara 
compatible member of the PDP-11 family. The prototype hardware and software effort was 
done in Croup A and the basic system has since been standardized by the Electronics and 
Instrumentation (BTH) group, and is supported laboratory-wide, in various incarnations, 
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About 40 systems era now In use at KLAC. 
Th* system in it* simplest ( s n consists of an LSI-U with at least 24K words of SAM 

end 4K words of EPROM, a aerial line Interface, power supply, clock, etc.. In a rack-
nountable box; a CAMAC state controller with LSI interface; and a console. This simple 
aystea costs about $6000. 

The EPROM contain* a kernel of routines which support a link to the host, In this case 
the TRIPLEX (SLAC'a main computing facility), and provide aoaa basic input/output Including 
downline loading, and various utility routines and diagnostics. This link allows program
ming for the LSI to be done on the TRIPLEX, talcing advantage of the editor and file system, 
and the other features of a large computer center, as veil aa a number of special pic-
grans. These Include a cross assembler for HaCRO-11, e erase compiler for H.-U (a 
structured programming language written at CEKN and deslgnsd around the PDP-11 instruction 
set), s cross linker and aaveral conversion routines. If FORTRAN is desired for some appli
cation, it can be compiled on an LSI running RT-H, and the object nodules can he trans
ferred to the TRIPLEX, where they are then available to any other LSI. 

A typical program cunning on this system Is AXROPOS, written in FL-11. The program 
does data acquisition and analysis, and 1B used fairly widely around SUC. It cooes with 
facilities for dynamic histogram definition and limited expression evaluation. It supports 
logging to tape, and, at a such slower race, to the TRIPLES over the serial line. The user 
supplies an "event" routine which tailors the program to the date at hand. 

A more specialised hardware/software system is the modular Stand-alone Monitor and 
Control system, SAMAC. ' Bated on the standard LSI ayice.1, it Includes a low cose 
monitor and control chassis interfaced into CAMAC through an I/O register and sn ADC in the 
CAMAC crate. The systari can run in a stand-alone mode or cak-. be linked to a data acquisi
tion computer and the SLAC TRIPLEX. The LSI supervise* all of the monitoring and control 
tasks and can place th* monitored data in a CAHAC RAM module to be available to the data 
acquisition computer through an auxiliary crate controller. 

Hi* circuits chosen for the monitor chassis depend on th* type of data being roaitored. 
but a number of standard cards exist. 

5.2 An L8I-11 Multiplexer/network 
An LSI-U networking program has been developed in Group A to support physics In 

the DF.LCO experiment at PIP. The detector consists of proportional and drift chambers, 
tlme-of-flight and shower countera, and a set of Cerenkcv counters covering, a large frac
tion of the solid angle, all in a magnetic field. 

The network arose out of two considerations: first, each element of the detector 
(drift chambers, proportional chambers, etc.) was developed and tested In separate loca
tions using one of the simple LSI-11 systeas described abovr, with a tailored version of 
ATROPOS; second, the data acquisition computer for the exporlment is a PDP-11/40 which has 
considerable epace constraints even with very heavy overliving, tfa wanted to tak" adYdnrage 
of the time and effort put into developing the software in the LSI's and to have them 
available for monitoring after the tUV cock ov-r the tain icqulsltlon and control functions, 

The hardware to accomplish this is a flat of autonomous controllers which read in the 
date from the various detector systems. The data are transferred into two separate buffers, 



on* fat the PDF and one for the LSI attached to that system, the buffers era Identical, 
except that clearing can only be done by the pap. A set of levels generated by the buffer 
communicate with the controller and computer and allow for the appropriate sequencing of 
filling and reading out the buffers, An Input register In each CAMAC crate allows, trans
mission of pertinent special information about each event to the LSI's. This Is necessary 
bsciuss each LSI reads only part of the data for each evant< In this way chs LSI computers 
are separated functionally from the PDF, and data taking can proceed Independent of the 
state of the LSI's, 

The network Itself la implemented with another LSI-11 called the multiplexer, which 
runs under RT-U. Each Of the other LSI's, called aacellltes, la connected to the network 
by having Its terminal, line hooked to one of the serial port* of the multiplexer. The 
multiplexer also has a MTLBOR link to the TKIPLEX, two consoles, and other peripherals, 
currently a floppy and a hard disk, a printer, and a graphics display. Commands to the 
multiplexer are sent using a special control character, and allow the WYLsUS line or any 
satellite to be connected to either of the consoles independently. Once a satellite is 
connected to a console, the multiplexer is completely transparent to the user, that la, the 
system behaves as If the user were sitting in front of the console of the satellite LSI. 

Ito multiplexer can send satellite or ttYLBOR output to the printer or display, and can 
also link object libraries and dounload object modules Into the satellites. Kow satellites 
can bs added to or removed from the system very easily, since no modification of the sa
tellite netware is required. 

Tht next stag* sf the necvork development will bs Co implement facilities for the 
multiplexer and satellites to communicate independent of the console operator. This will 
allow automatic initialisation and synchronization and stqusneing of widrun printout, for 
example, A sec of networking routines based on the DECN&T protocol has been written iur 
this purpose. The software takes up 4K. bytes in each satellite machine; however, Imple
menting the protocol will probably allow certain functions common to all the satellites to 
be moved to the multiplexer, for example, formatting and outputtlng histograms. 

A few remarks about this project: first, the LSl-ll/23 used as the multiplexer la the 
functional equivalent of the PDP-11/40, In fact, we have recently modified the data acqui
sition and analysis system MUtXI, vhl?h vai written at Permilab for use an the PDP-11, to 
run on one of our LSI's. That the LSI-11 is a microprocessor In this appllration means 
only that it is small and relatively inexpensive. 

Second, the multiplexer system addresses the particular problem of a small computer 
on • big experiment, tf the online computer for the experiment had been a VAX* far example, 
we probably would not have started on the project. The system works, but the multiplicity 
of machines, programs and languages can be awkward at tines. However, the software upon 
which the multiplexer Is based Is more general than this application. It is a multitasking 
structure that can run without disks and has polUnSi task switching, and I/O and sto'tge 
management facilities. For exMHv'lc, with & different set of "user" routines tl*e multi
plexer could support a multl-terciinal editor. 

5.1 A CAMAC Interface to the Angle Computer 

A novel project developed at SLAC and presented at this conference is Camapplu, a 
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CAMAC interface to the apple personal computer. The Apple and Its peripheral! a n quit* 
Inexpensive and ax* eulteaee-portable, and the software provided includes a user-friendly 
BASIC and graphlea routines. The addition of the CAMAC interface makes le a data acquisi
tion system whose limitations are offset by its convenience, low cost, and «««• of. ui> 
Tba systsn has Veen employed in a variety of situations, and a particularly good uae for it 
Bight ha at a test beach operated by nooprogranaerii. 

6. FaSTBua 

An extensive effort la going on at SLAC In connection with the FASTMIS program. One 
211 

•apace of this la the development of a Microprocessor-based Snoop diagnostic aodula * and 
221 its software interface to the user. ' This system is expected to be a very powerful tool 

for developing FASTWS devices, diagnosing faults, and monitoring ayatea parfomanca. In 
addition, apaciel hardware end software is being developed to teat the FAS7BBS protocols. 

this nark will be placed in the context of the overall FASIBttS project in the review 
talk of Barsettl at this conference. 

7. oOSCUffllOX 

1 have reviewed a number of microprocessors and programmable devices developed at 
SLAC, and have tried to place then in their experimental context. 

These device! usually represent a. great deal of effort. As we have seen, they tie 
often Intimately conflicted with major hardware developnent and tend te generate new hard
ware by their very exietenee. Also, one can easily underestimate the work involved in 
wilting nil the software that goes vith the hardware. 

Nonetheless, it la clear that these devices ailou the experimenter to do things more 
easily than with hardwired systems, and even to do things chat might net get dent if they 
were proposed uaing the old ways. They also provide a flexibility not possible before. 
Finally, designing and implementing these systems provide an intellectual challenge which 
makes the effort very rewarding. 

These reasons taken together ensure that these devices will be seen more and more in 
high energy physics experlnents-
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